CONTEST GUIDELINES

- Existing artwork or trademarked images are not permitted
- Only one submission/rendering per student will be accepted
- Submissions will be accepted digitally by using this submission form
- Designs will become the sole property of The Town of Narragansett as outlined below:

*The winning design(s) becomes the sole intellectual property of the town of Narragansett and can be used for any purpose the town determines are standard usages. The winning design(s) may also be altered by the town or a professional graphics designer selected by the town to render it in a format and style appropriate for its use.

TIPS TO KEEP IN MIND

- We’re looking for images that help describe the town’s beauty, history, landmarks, and personality
- Feel free to use text alongside images such as a welcome or greeting. (i.e. Shop, Dine, Stay)
- Silhouette images will work best for printing and visibility
- Do not use small details that will be lost in screen printing process
- Choose colors for the banner and images to make your design stand out.

WINNING DESIGN

The town will select five (5) finalists, whose designs will be voted upon by the student body on social media. The two (2) final designs chosen will be made into banners and installed. They will each hang consecutively along the route outlined in map included in this packet.
Submit finished artwork by uploading to THIS FORM

Name:
Grade:
Contact/Email:
EVOLUTION OF NARRAGANSETT BANNERS

Below is an evolution of the previous banners on display. New designs and color schemes will replace the top portion, followed by different business sponsor sections below.

First Student Contest Installment 2019-2021

Winning Submission → Final Design
Shannon McNeiece, NHS Class of ’18

Winning Submission → Final Design
Christina McPhillips, NHS Class of ’19
Below is an example of banners on display. New designs and color schemes will take the place of the top portion, above the business mention section.

Various businesses will be displayed on lower portion
This map displays banners locations throughout the town.